
00;00;00;17 - 00;00;32;07
Speaker 1
Tânsi. Oki. Bonjour. Hello, listeners. My name is Andrea Menard and I am the Lead Educational
Developer of Indigenizing Curricula and Pedagogies at the Centre for Teaching and Learning
and cross-appointed with the Office of the Vice Provost for Indigenous Programming and
Research. I am Métis from the abolished Red River settlement that straddles the Treaty 1 and
North Dakota area in the United States.

00;00;33;08 - 00;01;27;29
Speaker 1
Welcome. Tawâw. On today's episode, we will be hearing from Elder John Bigstone. In
Indigenous communities, the word “elder” does not necessarily mean senior citizen. An elder
can be a person of any age chosen by community for their wisdom and kindness. They are the
ones who have the Ph.Ds. And it is from life lessons that someone becomes an elder. And they
have different skill sets and areas of expertise.

00;01;28;27 - 00;02;00;29
Speaker 1
I would like to create space within our pedagogies to honour the oral histories, stories, and
perspectives of elders, for they are the knowledge holders in our communities. I would like to
promote awareness and introduce you to local Indigenous peoples’ perspectives, worldviews,
oral histories, and to celebrate the knowledge that was rooted on this land before Canada
became a country.

00;02;04;29 - 00;02;41;25
Speaker 1
Elder John Bigstone is a Cree elder from Bigstone Cree Nation, which is 4 hours north of
Edmonton and next to the town of Wabasca. This whole area sits between Treaties 6 and 8.
John's spirit name is Golden Eagle, osow kihêw in Cree. His Cree ancestry has many
generations of leaders and ceremonial holders. Following the legacy of his proud heritage,

00;02;42;07 - 00;02;47;15
Speaker 1
John is also a traditional knowledge keeper and ceremonial holder.

00;02;48;20 - 00;03;21;26
Speaker 2
My grandfather was the first chief of the Bigstone Cree Nation and he was going to pass on the
leadership to my father. But my father didn't want it. So he pulled us out of the residential school
when I was 12 years old. And I was in residential school for 7 years, so I experienced a lot while
I was in there. Maybe I’ll talk on that a little later.

00;03;23;06 - 00;03;42;20



Speaker 2
Anyway, I come from a long line of spiritual leaders, leaders in general, and ceremonial holders,
pipe holders, that kind of thing. And I’m actually, I'm the only one in my family that actually
follows that.

00;03;43;25 - 00;04;23;22
Speaker 1
John is a residential school survivor. At the age of 6, he entered the St. Martin Residential
School, where he was forced to attend for the next 7 years. While in this institution, he was
mentally, physically, sexually, and emotionally abused. These traumatic experiences led him
toward self-destructive behaviour for many years. I asked John if he felt comfortable sharing
anything from this time in his life.

00;04;24;09 - 00;04;52;18
Speaker 1
It was difficult for him to talk about, especially over a Zoom call. I would never want him to relive
these traumas. But I feel that it's vital to hear firsthand accounts so that Canadians never forget
what happened to the children who were taken by the residential school system. The following
clips are from several conversations with John over the course of four months, starting in June
2022.

00;04;53;05 - 00;04;58;26
Speaker 1
Please note some of the audio quality might vary.

00;04;58;26 - 00;05;27;26
Speaker 2
At the age of 6, I went into a residential school where I stayed for 7 years and I experienced a
lot of trauma. And it's been a lifetime struggle dealing with that trauma. It's so easy to slide back
into that. Just when you think you dealt with the trauma associated life issues, it kind of just all
of a sudden comes out of nowhere.

00;05;27;26 - 00;06;02;19
Speaker 2
And I have to be vigilant all the time to identify it and actually address it. So at 6 years old, I
ended up in a residential school. It was a very traumatic event simply because you end up in
this building, right? You don't know why you're there, how come you have to be there. That's my
first trauma. A feeling of abandonment by my parents.

00;06;04;14 - 00;06;43;29
Speaker 2
Lacking the understanding it was mandated. It was a policy of Indian affairs that we were we
would be placed in a residential school and returned 6 years old. And thus began my my



indoctrination into the ways of the church. And all the church teasing, you know, the
conditioning, the programming. And that was my first trauma: being just dropped off into
residential school with 200 strange kids

00;06;43;29 - 00;07;20;05
Speaker 2
I didn't know. Wondering why am I, why am I here? And not understanding that my parents had
to take me to residential school or they could end up in jail if they refused. So that's the part, you
know, that people don't understand: how could a parent go drop off their kid in a residential
school not understanding that the government and the church had a firm grip on how to control
the “Indians.”

00;07;20;21 - 00;07;53;03
Speaker 2
You know, so I ended up there. Of course, there was a second trauma: fear. Why am I here?
Why am I with all these kids? And then having your hair all shaved off, you know. And they put
coal oil on our heads in case we had lice, you know. And they gave us a brush in an effort to
scrape the brown off our skin.

00;07;53;03 - 00;08;26;07
Speaker 2
It didn't work. We had to scrape our skin till we bled. Of course, that didn't work. You know, so
these were the things. The fear. The anxiety. Asking, why am I here? Why are these nuns doing
this to us? You know, it was an experience, a traumatic experience right off the bat. And then
there was a disconnection from the family, familiarity.

00;08;28;02 - 00;09;06;12
Speaker 2
I didn't see my parents for seven years, even though I could see our house across the lake. You
know, I couldn't go home. That’s another trauma. I started to disconnect from my feelings
because it’s survival, adaptation. That's how I coped from that loneliness, you know, being taken
away from my parents placed in an institution where I was going to be punished in mind, body,
spirit.

00;09;06;28 - 00;09;43;09
Speaker 2
It was a very traumatic time in my life. So, the disconnection, the separation from my parents,
my grandparents, my aunts, uncles, anything that was familiar was removed from my life. And,
to survive, I had to disconnect myself from my feelings. It was too painful to bear, you know,
crying yourself to sleep at night and the nun coming and slapping you because you know you
weren't allowed to feel. So,

00;09;43;09 - 00;10;21;19



Speaker 2
you know, crying was not allowed. Any emotion was not allowed. So you cried very quietly. But
the pain remained. I had to shut down those feelings and that had a detrimental effect as an
adult later on, because you can’t just shut off your feelings and turn them on. And it affected me
for many years and it took me years of healing to start feeling again, to feel human.

00;10;22;22 - 00;10;54;25
Speaker 2
And one of the things they did to us while I was in there was, you know, kids that are
traumatized will play their bed. They're lonely, they're anxious, they're full of fear. A lot of us
peed our bed because of the trauma. It's a trauma response. So what they did was we peed our
bed. We had to strip off of the sheet, and they used to place us in the middle of the hallway
between the beds, that space.

00;10;55;13 - 00;11;25;12
Speaker 2
And they threw that sheet over our head to humiliate us, you know. And believe me, there was a
line of us there all the time. Even that, you know, that was part of their control of us: to keep us
in fear. So humiliation was one of them. It was a place where we had to survive. That's why they
call it “survivors of the residential school.”

00;11;25;24 - 00;11;57;17
Speaker 2
We had to survive. We had to find a way. We had to adapt. We had to cope. So shutting down
your emotions today, you know, parents don't know how to parent. Not only because I was taken
away from us. But they can associate with their feelings and emotions for their children,
because it hurts too much. So I experienced that when I became a parent.

00;11;57;18 - 00;12;42;11
Speaker 2
I didn't know how to parent, I had no idea. Nobody ever showed me compassion. Nobody ever
showed me love in a residential school, just punishment. So there's generations today on the
reserve that continue that trauma response, you know. And people wonder why, the mainstream
wonders, why are these “Indians” so messed up? Well I'm telling you now why: my response to
trauma, to the sexual, emotional, mental, and physical abuse was to self destruct.

00;12;43;02 - 00;12;49;22
Speaker 2
For the longest time in my life, I self destructed.

00;12;49;22 - 00;13;22;21
Speaker 1
Despite the ongoing struggle of coping with trauma, John made the decision later in life to



pursue a Bachelor of Social Work at the University of Regina. He then returned home and was
instrumental in the development and management of the mental health program for the
Bigstone Cree Nation. And he still works as an elder, counsellor, and healing and wellness
facilitator in the community.

00;13;24;09 - 00;13;51;09
Speaker 2
I am a helper, I was a born helper, but I didn't realize that until I was in my forties, ironically. But
the reason why I went into social work is because I wanted to help, you know. I know the effects
of trauma among Indigenous peoples. So I set out to get educated and help out however I can.

00;13;51;12 - 00;14;25;25
Speaker 2
And I was a mental health therapist for many years for the Bigstone Cree Nation. I actually
developed the program myself. It's still in operation. And I do a variety of workshops,
empowerment workshops, information workshops. I'm asked to facilitate at conferences, you
know, where I share my story. And I also have a lot of knowledge on many topics, so, you know,
which is useful.

00;14;26;10 - 00;14;51;09
Speaker 2
When I went to restorative justice because a lot of your clients come from diverse backgrounds,
you know, experiences, the common denominators, always trauma. I am in a field of helping, I
am a helper. In Cree, we’re called, I’m an oskapêw. A young helper. Well, I’m not so young
anymore but I'm a helper. So that's what I do.

00;14;52;21 - 00;15;21;04
Speaker 2
And I don't place myself above anybody, I’m not better than anybody. I'm a servant. I'm a
servant of the people. I serve the creator. I serve Mother Earth and all of life. This is what I have
chosen to do with my life, you know. I’m a ceremonial holder. I’m a pipe holder. And that's what I
do.

00;15;22;01 - 00;15;38;23
Speaker 1
As I was listening to John speak about his social and mental health work, I got the feeling that
his spiritual work was closely tied to it. I got the sense that during his own healing process,
ceremony began to call to him.

00;15;40;24 - 00;16;07;13
Speaker 2
I am a ceremonial holder, like I said, I’m a pipe holder. And I have you know, I have been
practicing for many years. I know my safe practice. It's a continual learning process. You know,



every time I do a lodge I learn something different. When the grandfather spirits gave me that
lodge, they said we're not going to give you any directions.

00;16;08;12 - 00;16;39;11
Speaker 2
You find out on your own, you'll learn. So basically, I, I took it on with a clean slate and I'm
learning every time, you know. So the people that joined the lodge, I know they have a lot of
trauma and I know I share a lot of information before and after the lodge because I feel that
that's my responsibility.

00;16;39;25 - 00;17;10;15
Speaker 1
If you’ve never heard of a sweat lodge before, I can explain a few things from my experience.
It's a sacred space, but don't think of it as a church or a temple. It's a way to connect to the
earth and cleanse your spirit, and it can only take place in specific locations, at specific times,
and you need an elder to guide you through the process.

00;17;11;07 - 00;17;48;03
Speaker 2
And a lot of people crawl into a lodge without knowing what it's about. Why am I there? You
know what brought me here? Those kind of things. I try to enlighten them so they'll have an idea
as to what a sweat lodge is about. The sweat lodge will come to a person, and either 2 different
ways. It can be handed down from an existing ceremonial holder, like a sweat lodge holder.

00;17;48;08 - 00;18;22;07
Speaker 2
Same with the pipe. Or it could come from the spirit realm, you know, the spirits. We call them
grandfathers, grandmothers. The better term would be âtayôhkan, the Creator’s messengers,
that’s what âtayôhkan means. And for me, that's how it came: the âtayôhkanak, you know, they
said you're ready to do, to lead a lodge because the sweat lodge is not owned by me.

00;18;22;28 - 00;19;02;07
Speaker 2
It's a gift to the people from the Creator and to the messengers. So I can never lay claim to the
sweat lodge. I lead the sweat lodge because I was gifted to lead the lodge. And the other
reason, its use is for healing. People come to heal, whether it's physical, mental, or spiritual.
They come there, they bring tobacco, they bring broad cloth and maybe a gift to the ceremonial
holder.

00;19;02;20 - 00;19;44;07
Speaker 2
And then the ceremonial holder will speak on their behalf. And ask the âtayôhkanak, the
grandfathers and grandmothers, for assistance to help this person. Because I myself am not the



one that's going to heal that. I am kind of like the medium, you know, I speak on their behalf,
through the pipe. You know, if somebody comes, they make a request, you know, maybe they
have a physical ailment or they could be totally lost, disconnected from spirit.

00;19;44;07 - 00;19;47;14
Speaker 2
And these things, you know, and they speak on their behalf.

00;19;48;15 - 00;20;22;15
Speaker 1
As we come to the end of this episode, I wanted to share a clip of John explaining what prayer
is. You might wonder what prayer has to do with teaching and learning and there are two points
I think you should consider. First, elders are often asked to open and close educational events.
When CTL hosted our 2022 Online Teaching Institute, a major cross campus conference at the
U

00;20;22;15 - 00;20;58;25
Speaker 1
of A, we asked John to open the event. As is customary when elders participate in events, John
offered a prayer. So if you work with an elder or invite them to speak to an audience, it's
important to understand what prayer is from their perspective, because it's not the same as a
Christian prayer, for example. Secondly, elders themselves are also educators, and prayer is
part of their pedagogy.

00;21;00;11 - 00;21;06;22
Speaker 1
There's a wisdom in learning from their model of teaching others.

00;21;06;29 - 00;21;38;27
Speaker 2
Prayer is about the sharing of that energy. The energy of the prayer is what's important here. It
doesn't matter if you understand the Cree language, because I always say my prayers in Cree,
because that's the language of my ancestors and that's how they prayed. But when you start to
include English, it takes away from the prayer, because we've been told by the ancestors and
the spirits.

00;21;39;10 - 00;22;11;09
Speaker 2
We call them âtayôhkanak, you know, the Creator’s messengers, pray in your own language,
because that's what was given to you. That's how you prayed since time immemorial. And so
that's how we conduct the prayer. And it's more like the thought and the energy and the
incorporation of the spiritual realm that has that impact of that prayer being rendered.



00;22;12;02 - 00;22;45;23
Speaker 2
So it's all inclusive. When I pray, it’s not only for the event, but all of Mother Earth and everything
I include everything, right? So and that's how you benefit from that. You know, the energies are
there. And the ancestors and the spiritual realm come to listen. And they, you know, if you’re
connected, they will bless the event.

00;22;46;21 - 00;23;22;14
Speaker 2
That's why, that's how that happens. You know, it's all about energy. It's about good, praying
from the heart, you know, for the good of humanity and for the good of the event so that things
will work out because they have a huge impact. The spiritual realm will make sure that the event
is blessed and you have to ask the right way, you know, so all of you present have your own
spirit guides.

00;23;22;16 - 00;23;51;26
Speaker 2
I have to ask permission, you know, to speak to the ones that guide you. Because it is not only
me that has spirit guides that have my back. My posse, right? You also have yours. So I have to
have permission to speak to your guides. Everybody has that. You have your own spirit guide,
your primary spirit guide. And I have to ask permission.

00;23;52;11 - 00;24;27;25
Speaker 2
I can just go barging in there and telling them what to do, you know. So I ask, that's the proper
way, so that everybody gets a blessing because they'll be working with me. It's not just me. I ask
the spirits that guide you, for all of us to work together. It's all inclusive, you know. So, you know,
I just wanted to share that, a little bit: what prayer is, actually.

00;24;29;04 - 00;25;09;07
Speaker 2
Back, before the fifties, I believe there was a prohibition on practicing spiritual ceremonies.
Anything having to do with ceremony was banned by the government, by the Indian affairs. So
we weren't, my father and, you know, my uncles and all of these elders, we really could not
practice our ways, you know. So that was prohibited. And you could end up in jail if you were
caught doing the ceremony that didn't fit the doctrines and dogma of the church.

00;25;10;04 - 00;25;37;00
Speaker 2
So it was punishable by ending up in jail. So they had to hide, they continued, but they had to go
sometimes miles into the bush to conduct their ceremonies.

00;25;37;00 - 00;26;10;20



Speaker 1
Thank you to Elder John Bigstone for sharing his time and knowledge with us. To end, I'd like to
share one of John's prayers with you. If you don't understand Cree, I challenge you to move
past the discomfort of not knowing the language. Allow yourself to feel the intention behind
John's words. A prayer can shift us from our heads to our hearts.

00;26;12;08 - 00;26;58;27
Speaker 1
It's an invitation to look inward and shift our mindset. It's not about deciphering the exact nature
of John's prayer and extracting that knowledge from him. The prayer is an invitation to be
present and center ourselves. It's a reminder that teaching and learning as a field is not
intrinsically good. It can also cause harm. As we know from John's first-hand residential school
account. The prayer is more than a feel good moment.

00;26;58;27 - 00;27;45;22
Speaker 1
It's a reminder that the work we do within educational institutions is rooted in violence. Having
an elder open with a prayer in their language is a dismantling of what we're used to in the formal
academic arena. Considering it was illegal for him to practice his own traditions and residential
school explicitly tried to erase his culture and break his spirit, it's a miracle that John is here and
willing to share his sacred practice with all of us.

00;27;47;05 - 00;27;51;03
Speaker 1
And it's a privilege to be included in his prayer.

00;27;53;13 - 00;28;28;06
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;28;30;07 - 00;29;18;09
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;29;18;12 - 00;30;10;25
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;30;10;27 - 00;31;25;05
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;31;26;14 - 00;32;17;04



Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;32;17;04 - 00;32;43;19
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;32;43;19 - 00;33;51;09
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;33;51;09 - 00;35;00;12
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;35;00;29 - 00;36;20;20
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;36;20;20 - 00;36;49;17
Speaker 2
[Prayer in Cree]

00;36;55;04 - 00;37;13;12
Speaker 1
This podcast was produced in amiskwaciy wâskahikan, otherwise known as Edmonton, on
Treaty 6 territory: home of the Cree, Dene, Nakota Sioux, Blackfoot, Anishinaabe,
Haudenosaunee, Inuit, the Métis, and many others.

00;37;14;13 - 00;37;29;08
Speaker 3
Thank you for listening to this episode of Teaching Plus. This podcast has been created by the
University of Alberta's Centre for Teaching and Learning. You can get more information on any
of our services by going to ctl.ualberta.ca.


